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just the basics

Infuse Your Scrapbooking
by MAGGIE KOLLER

We all have our bad traits. Mine is impatience. I often drum 
my fingers at traffic lights, sigh to myself waiting in long gro-
cery lines, and roll my eyes waiting for dinner to cook. In fact, 
as a child my mother lectured me saying, “Now Margaret, 
patience is a virtue!” My witty, four-year-old reply? “Mom, I 
have no patience, and I don’t know what a virtue is!”

I know someone else who is impatient, and that’s my boss 
here at BasicGrey. She can’t contain her excitement over new 
products (especially when she thinks customers will fall in 
love with products as much as she has). Because impatience 
is reigning supreme at BasicGrey, we’re pleased to release 
the brand new Infuse™ Collection BEFORE the CHA Chicago 
trade show next month! (Don’t worry; there will be PLENTY of 
new items to amaze you next month at the show.)

Infuse™ is saturated with a rich color-blend of garden green, 
hibiscus pink, and coffee-bean brown, perfect for the everyday 
moments of life. Just check out Kelly Goree’s page, which will 
give you “1 Reason” to discover Infuse™. Comfortable and 
stylish, Infuse™ will immerse you in creativity. 

A new paper line not enough? Starting with Infuse™, our  
innovation collections will include brand new letter stickers 
(new font), and we’ve replaced tags with custom-made  
die-cuts! Talk about a happy summer!

A quick note to everyone looking for more peeks of Infuse™: 
the new Infuse Collection will appear in ads in Mary  
Engelbreight’s Home Companion August (released June 25th), 
Paper Crafts Homegrown Hospitality Issue (released Aug 1st), 
and BHG Scrapbooks, Etc. August (released July 17th).

And speaking of happy summers…Happy Father’s Day to all 
the dads! Even though scrapbooking is typically female- 
dominated, we know we have a few dads who love to read  
Just the Basics.
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Basic Sources “Summer Trekking”
by MAGGIE KOLLER

Nothing inspires more than a rejuvenating trip to a far off  
location, relaxing, soaking in the scenery. 

“That’s great. But I’m stuck at home.”

How about taking a virtual trip? Travel to the TrekEarth website 
where you can peruse pages of photos posted by global travelers 
(and in the U.S. & Canada). The gallery is where it’s at—pages 
and pages packed with every locale imaginable. 

The best part? The photos aren’t merely far-off, exotic des-
tinations, although those are readily available for inspiration 
(including Antarctica!). Local destinations are also on display. 
One inspiring pic by David Crunelle features a simple “one way” 
sign in New York City - something seen by thousands of people 
each day, now beautifully immortalized in a photograph.

Visitors can also view local pictures; just search for your home 
state, click on it, and a list of cities pops up. I found photos 
from childhood vacation locations in Michigan, such as a fan-
tastic Traverse City, MI featured in a beach photo by Ken Ilio.

Sources of travel inspiration are only a click away! 

http://www.trekearth.com/gallery

Have a source you’d like to share? Submit your source to  
editor@basicgrey.com for possible publication! If your source  
is chosen, you will be featured in the newsletter and receive  
a BasicGrey collection pack of your choice!
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Evana Willis
FEATURING › BasicGrey Romani Ribbons

Our June Eye Spy selection had it in the “bag” the moment we 
laid eyes on it. Creator Evana Willis says, “For me it came from 
sheer necessity rather than choice. With four children…I needed 
to carry my purse, etc., while still having my hands available to 
carry the baby, push the pram or load the groceries. So I set about 
making myself a bag!” Evana states the pattern can be found at 
any local fabric store. We think the message is clear—you’re one 
talented lady Evana! Congratulations!

Eye Spy... (with my little eye)
> OUR FAVORITE FIND OF THE MONTH
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basic inspiration

w
ow

BasicGrey supplies:
LilyKate patterned paper: Soar, Pansy, Twinkle, 
Chocolate, BonBon
LilyKate Alpha Stickers

Other supplies:
Small daisy punch: Carl 
Ghost Flowers: Heidi Swapp
Light blue brads: Making Memories
Journaling pen

“Sweet Happy Boy”
by Claire Daly

1 Use “Pansy” as background (stripes running vertically).

2 Cut the left-hand side of “Soar” starting right of the small blue circle 
near the top, following the curve and outline of the leaves. Ink edges 
and put aside (do not adhere yet!).

3 Cut an 8" square from “Twinkle”. With the stripes running horizontally, 
use a corner rounder on the right-hand corners. Ink edges.

4 Adhere this square to “Pansy” background paper, approximately 1.5" 
from the bottom and right sides.

5 Adhere “Soar” section from step 2 to the left-hand side.

6 Mat photo using “Chocolate”. Adhere to the center of the visible part 
of “Twinkle”.

7 Punch 3 small daisies from “Chocolate”.

8 Spell title using letter stickers, separating words with a punched daisy.

9 Attach 3 clear daisy embellishments with brads to the center of 
circles on “Soar”.

10 Using scissors, cut around one of the circle patterns on “Bon Bon” 
paper (cut outside of the little green circles). Ink the edges and attach 
to the bottom right of the photo, with half on the photo and half on 
the “Twinkle” paper. Place a letter sticker in the center and light blue 
brads in every second green circle around the edge.

11 Journal around the outside of the photo, including the outside of the 
circle embellishment.
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Basic Sketch
sketch by BECKY FLECK

Every month, we feature one sketch with four sample layouts 
created by talented designers. Copy the sketch directly, vary it 
to your own needs, use it for inspiration on your next project, but 
DO share the results with us by uploading it to our BasicGrey 
gallery. Just remember to type “June Sketch” in your title!

A trio of adorable photos plus a few strips of leftover patterned paper 
and embellishments equal this month’s quick & easy sketch creation!
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